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April 15, 2004

One Stop Displays exceeds forecasts for first quarter.
CEO and President, Khaled R. Khuda, announced today that Q1 2004 business development is
exceeding expectations of investors and will show promising business growth for 2004. This
news released after multiple design wins ending the first quarter of business in 2004. These
design wins show initial success with multiple Fortune 500 companies for full OEM
implementation of OSD display products. Success has mainly been attributed to PLED and
OLED integration into full OEM turnkey products. The second quarter of business is also
accompanied by a broad development of new standard products. These products are extension
of interested display customers and are expected to generate display and EMS sales consistent
with first quarter.
New products include further standard PLED alphanumeric displays including 8x2, additional
16x2 designs, additional 20x2 designs, 20x4, and 24x2. Graphical designs are approaching
larger sizes including 160x80. Other graphical displays in development include 122x32,
160x32, and a new 128x64 display with additional features.
OSD successes can also be attributed to a variety of strategic advertising and marketing tactics.
OSD management is looking to continue these strategies and broaden interest in other target
markets. Mr. Khuda commented that “advertising, strategic marketing, and development of
essential standard products will be the key to OSD success.” OSD has also recently added to
it’s personnel in Winter Park, FL. OSD has also successfully added sales reps in other
strategic metropolitan areas to compliment direct sales strategies.
About OSD
One Stop Displays (“OSD”) is an exclusive company featuring advanced display technology. OSD was
founded by Mr. Khaled Khuda. OSD is closely aligned with Universal EMS for value added display
designs, board assembly, and full OEM turnkey solutions. All advertisements on products and services
are established under the label OSD. OSD has also reserved the internet domain
http://www.onestopdisplays.net which extends the OSD customer-oriented approach to business globally.
OSD has instituted press releases for the sole purpose of public announcements reflecting its
development, growth, and openly identifying its business direction to OSD customers.
About CEO Khaled R. Khuda:
Khaled R. Khuda, a nationally prominent LCD display expert and entrepreneur, earlier this year sold a
majority equity interest in Data International of North America, LLC (“DINA”). DINA is an LCD display
sales company founded by Mr. Khuda thirteen years ago. [DINA also sold certain of its assets.] The
purchaser of such equity and assets is a Taiwan manufacturer and minority owner of DINA called Data
International, Ltd. (“Data Taiwan”). Data Taiwan manufactured most of the parts sold by DINA. Data
Taiwan later resold such DINA assets to and entered into a licensing and supply arrangement with TFSDI, Inc., a subsidiary of Three-Five Systems, Inc. Three-Five is a publicly traded company operating out
of Tempe, Arizona. Mr. Khuda’s success in the display industry has led him to a new focusing on the
latest technologies and a broad range of other products and services.
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The content and accuracy of all information published in this release is generated from One Stop Displays (OSD). All
content is the publicly expressed interests of OSD. Content may potentially include commentary, opinions, and forward
looking statements. OSD shall use its reasonable efforts to correct any error or omission brought to its attention.
OSD does not accept any responsibility for any use made of the information publicly provided via the company’s official
press releases. OSD will not be liable for any loss suffered thereby. All information contained is not independently checked
prior to any use or publication, and will be corrected only as described herein, and in accordance with the applicable laws.
Releases published are intended only for use by journalists, researchers, analysts, and OSD customers to whom they are
sent in connection with their professional activities. All other use, redistribution, retransmission, republication or
commercial exploitation of the marketing/contents of this release is prohibited.
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